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The Second Ascent of the
Mustagh Tower
Mal Duff

I stood clutching an alloy karabiner. Nothing special about that you might say,
but a 28 year old krab with the legend J. BROWN stamped on it is somewhat
special, doubly so when it is found half-way up the summit ridge of a peak in the
Karakoram. Ten years before I had read Tom Patey's account of his ascent of the
NW ridge of the Mustagh Tower and now I was a day, perhaps two, from that
fabulous summit, an oval link with the past held in my hand; the first to have
opened the snapgate since 1956.
The distant booming of stonefall broke into my reverie dragging me back to
harsh realities: altitude dehydration and lacK of oxygen; soft avalanche-prone
snow, its hair trigger stability undermined by the sweltering heat; heat not cold,
the brutal measure of one's ability to operate.
Vast unstable blocks, quartz crystals glinting sunlight, grumble as we pass.
Others loosened by a millenium of frost and heat cycles whistle down the S face.
From my belay, a flat table-sized pedestal drunkenly leans over the S face, I could
look down on our Camp 2 almost 900m below, so insignificant from my perch but
really home, safety. Closer, on the ice-field, the two tiny figures of Jon and Sandy
crept upwards, moving as swiftly as possible and hoping to gain the ridge crest
before the daily barrage of stonefall raked the slopes. One day behind us but so
close in reality and in spirit.
The ridge curved away below; dramatic flutings stark white or twilight blue as
the constantly changing shadow patterns weaved their daily tapestry. Tony at the
end of our 8mrn rope plugged up my steps, delicately negotiating small rock walls
to join me. A partnership stretching and contracting its way up the mountain. We
stopped for a brew, necessary but time consuming. Hoods up to protect, not from
blizzard but from burn. Heads painfully hot, feet numbingly cold. On averagecomfortable. Repack.
'Right youth?' 'OK Dad!' Being older and wiser I gave Tony his head. The rope
thus ran out at an alarming speed; great - but ... Patey had mentioned they had
taken 3 days to fix the rope to their Camp 4. Could we cover the same distance in
one? We were hoping to bivouac beyond their Camp 4 site, thereby putting
ourselves in a stronger position in the summit phase, and hopefully avoiding the
unprepared bivouacs our forerunners had suffered. Too swift now could knacker
us, not swift enough equates with not far enough. Old head to temper the
enthusiasm of youth? Or am I protective of my own best Himalayan pace? I
decided to allow myself to be dragged along. This lasted for a horrific distance
until the infamous 30m rock wall brought our breakneck speed to a halt. 'What
do you think?' A query from politeness rather than doubt. Recovering my breath
I gave my best impression of measured calm decision and vaguely waved
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rightwards. Fortunately, at this point the rope became tight and forced Tony to
construct a 'stance' and belay; an optimistic description. Slowly I realised that
despite myoid head I had been outmanoeuvred by a cragrat. The disgrace! My
hopes of recovering second position on the rope were further dashed on arrival at
the stance; even the persuasiveness of the ad-men could not have found a
convincing reason to swop places.
A narrow scree-covered ledge swept horizontally across the wall and disappeared out on to the S face. Not hard but unstable and worrying. The slabs
looked hard in crampons. Too time consuming to take them off. A small groove
above leered at me - hard but swift. I pulled all the loose holds off, rearranged
the rest into convenient positions, and pulled over the lip. With a certain
rattyness from me due to rope drag and retaliatory comments from below, we
eventually established ourselves above the rockband and tiptoed over steep snow
covered scree to regain the ridge crest.
One pitch further, a tangle of old fixed rope and a sloping tent platform
indicated the old Camp 4 site. Tired but happy we settled down for another brew,
our scheduled 2 pm radio call, and contact with Andy at Base.
Then to Camp 3, where Sandy and Jon were now resident. More practical this
- description of the difficulties and a request that they should bring up more
abseil slings to facilitate our descent. Getting up is one thing but getting down is
more important. Odd to think of Brown and MacNaught-Davis, Hartog and
Patey spending the night here all those years ago. A tiny piece of plastic
embedded in the icy scree fluttered in the breeze, 28 year old garbage. Somehow
not intrusive, just a poignant reminder of the past.
Definitely tiring now, we urged upwards closing the distance to the summit,
our credit account for the morrow. A diagonal rock pitch hugely unstable,
somehow reassuringly like the worst of Alpine granite. A known measure. Two
steep snow pitches on the S face led to a V chimney, this again to the ridge. Four
pm; shattered, trying hard to conserve energy for tomorrow, but constantly
frustrated in our search for a decent bivi site, Tony led yet another pitch,
whooped in delight - a crest of snow ideal for digging.
The alarm jangled me back to wakefulness. My turn for the morning brewsdemocratic, but somehow I felt that I'd been outmanoeuvred again. We exited
into a grey hostile world, clouds swept and boiled over Masherbrum; Lobsang
invisible. Anger, real anger, fear also - a sustained bivouac here would be hard to
control. Food and fuel for one perhaps two days at most. Descent in bad
conditions would be a desperate affair. We were critically short of abseil material
and were hoping to use some brought up by Jon and Sandy. What if they could
not get up here?
The summit, one day away, was a powerful magnet and dragged us into
upward movement. Initially a relatively easy snowslope, amazingly good underfoot conditions - 600 consecutive steps easy to maintain - hope fluttered. Even
the bad weather held to the other side of the Baltoro, a grey blanket away on the
edge of our vision, the awareness and worry deeply hidden.
Now the serac barrier loomed large above; we approached up the couloir
directly below, definitely a time for speedy movement but here the snow
worsened and we slowed to a crawl. Deep floundering, snow over ice, hours of
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cautious climbing, obliteration a possible millisecond away. All the time the
W summit grew no larger. The task of Sisyphus epitomised.
Two pm and time for our radio call. First nothing but thunder induced static,
then finally Andy a lifetime away. 'Base here - How's it going?' I could sense the
excitement in his voice.
A small rock triangle started to figure in the game plan. The wading had
become unacceptable and not much fun. Tony led off up a ledge system, our
shattered bodies very much in tune with the nature of the rock. Introspectively I
reviewed myself; control total, the urge to continue powerful, more powerful
than worries about what would inevitably be an exciting evening. Already we
should be turning back.
Up to join the lad, then diagonally up a groove- a fine series of bridging moves
between rock and ice and finally back into the couloir. Six metres of floundering
and I crossed the rubicon which had figured all day. The W summit proved not to
be; just another rocky knoll. Depression and determination vie against each
other. We talked little now but felt a lot. A great partnership feeling, companionship, irritation, worry, desire. Desire for the cnd of the uphill, a point where we
could turn about. We would make it. I knew that we would, but the constant
treadmill of false summits sapped my will.
'What's it like?' A hopeful plea as Tony tops another crest. 'A long way', his
voice without emotion. A sinking heavy lifeless feeling, my spirit of bubbling joy
turned to lead. We stood together. A whaleback ridge 400m long led to a rock
step; wordlessly we continued. Go on for no logical reason, hope rising and falling
with every step or setback. So tired, and all the time the mechanics of a ticking
clock, the sweeping second hand dusting our chances and perhaps our lives. Who
knows? The rock, two pitches, led to a knife edged arete.
Tony perched au cheval, a huge grin brighter than the sinking sun, nothing
beyond. The radio crackles. 'I'm sitting on the top of the Mustagh.'
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